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Abstract 

Within the Nigerian fictional space, various novelists have shown interest in 
numerous thematic concerns. Some have been fascinated with the socio – 
economic imperatives of the post-colonial Nigeria and the protagonists in their 
novels have reflected these. Others have been influenced by the traumatic 
experiences of the daily lives of the people and have thus shown traces of these in 
their narratives. Of note, is the influence of the civil war motif that is found in the 
works of several Nigerian fiction writers. Festus Iyayi, is one of the Nigerian 
novelists who has used this motif to weave intricacies of human agonies in Heroes. 
In this novel, he throws up a central character, who like the writer, is imbibed with 
elements of the Marxist dialectics. This research paper thus analysis the antics of 
Osime the protagonist using the time tested Marxist literary critical tool to arrive 
at the conclusion that the Nigeria – Biafra civil war was a conflict between the 
bourgeoisie, the elites and the proletariats as represented by the third army; that 
the elites on both sides belong to one oppressive group while the poor on both 
sides represent the grass that the elephant must trample upon continuously. 
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Festus Iyayi was a native of Ugbegun, an Esan man from present day Edo State who was 
born in 1947 and died in 2013 after spending an eventful sixty-six years on earth. Among 
the local institutions that helped mold his intellectual statue were Annunciation Catholic 
College Benin and Government College Ughelli in Edo and Delta States respectively. Early 
in life, he got exposed to the communist-socialist tendencies as a student of Industrial 
Economics at Kiev Institute of Economics in USSR of yore. Subsequently, he obtained a 
doctorate degree from the University of Bradford, England. His teaching career started at 
University of Benin, Department of Business Administration and after several years of 
trade union activism, he became the Chairman of the University of Benin branch of the 
Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU). In 1986, Festus Iyayi became the National 
President of ASUU. This was during the turbulent period of the political evolution of the 
nation when the military juntas in power suppressed continuous dissenting views and 
opinion. The union as expected was one of a few that were considered thorn in the flesh of 
the ruling elites and it was subsequently proscribed from operating as a trade union in 
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1988. Iyayi was detained for several months. It was at this period that he collaborated 
actively with other revolutionary forces in the nation to present a credible opposition to 
the ill-treatment of Nigerians especially the Nigerian working class. In the year of his 
detention, he won accolades abroad for his creative ingenuity in prose fiction; he won the 
Commonwealth Writers Prize for his novel Heroes. Persecution for his radical disposition 
continued. At a point in his teaching career in Benin, he was dismissed from service and 
had his position restored after winning a protracted court battle against the university 
authority. He was a versatile scholar whose span of influence stretched from the 
undergraduate to the post graduate students. He lost his life in a ghastly auto accident in 
Kogi State on his was to attend a meeting of the union in Kano. Surprisingly, despite been 
actively engaged in the social sciences, he was a remarkable literary icon who published 
several works of fiction that included: Violence, The Conflict, Heroes  and  Awaiting Court 
Partial  (.Wikipedia.). 
 
The domain of Nigerian fiction remains fascinating. This is as a result of the plethora of 
thematic concerns that writers of this unique literary tribe have discussed. The history of 
Nigerian fiction dates back to the time the first novel by a Nigerian was written.  Fagunwa, 
Amos Tutuola, Cyprian Ekwensi, Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, Flora Nwapa and others 
too numerous to be itemized have addressed diverse issues that have ranged from pre-
colonial and colonial interest of Nigerians; the cultural, political and socio-economic 
concerns of the people. Charles Nnolim attempts a succinct classification of Nigerian novel 
(fiction) as "the sum total of literary conventions and narrative habits that have coalesced 
to assume what may now be referred to us indigenous ingredients that wear a peculiarly 
Nigerian face in the corpus of the African novel" (Nnolim, 195). He sees this kind of fiction 
from the prism of time tested literary principles and eloquent wont that contain local 
flavour that are truly Nigerian. Amongst this include the Nigerian civil war motif which 
several Nigerian writers have adopted in their literary creative endeavours. 
 
It is very important to note that among these indigenous ingredients inherent in Nigerian 
fiction is the ideological predisposition of some writers. While many over the decades have 
highlighted thematic issues that centered around the political evolution and the divergent 
socio-economic dynamics of the people of Nigeria, some have used works of fiction to 
bespeak issues of class struggle between the people of the Nigerian geo-space, especially 
the rich and the poor. In their narratives, these Nigerian novelists have engaged characters 
whose temperaments point towards the universal Marxist ethos of the class struggle 
existing between the capitalists and the proletariats; the weak and the strong; the 
subjugated and the oppressors. Some Nigerian fictional narratives therefore, embrace in 
their characterization those habits associated with the Marxist dialectics. Omafume Onoge, 
in his synthesis of the influence Marxist sociology has on African literature that includes 
the Nigerian fiction highlights the view of Mao Tse-Tung on the inroad of revolutionary 
traits in the literary environment. He cites Mao who asserts that "revolutionary literature 
and art should create a variety of characters out of real life" (Onoge, 471). He recognizes 
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the "exploitation and oppression of man by man" that writers and artists in concentrating 
efforts on everyday phenomena should "produce works which awaken the masses, fire 
them with enthusiasm and impel them to unite and struggle to transform their 
environment" (Onoge, 471). Festus Iyayi's Heroes succeeds in using the protagonist to draw  
the attention of the reading audience that even in the civil war adventure, the lowly ranked 
soldiers on both sides should recognize the ideological differences between them vis-a-vis 
the officers on both sides of the human conflict.  
 
It must be noted however that "the principles of Marxism were not designed to serve as a 
theory about how to interpret texts" (Dobie, 86). It is not completely true however to 
assume that the principles cannot be applied to literally criticism. It is a theory that has 
potentials of multi-disciplinary applications. Even Lenin, one of the outstanding advocates 
of this ideological lineage agrees with this. Mbah and Mbah cite Lenin who links Marxism 
to literary works by asking the following questions; "what determines the motive of people 
- of the mass of people? What gives rise to the clash of conflicting ideas and strivings? What 
is the sum total of all of these clashes in the whole mass of human societies?... " (Mbah and 
Mbah, 270) . For Lenin, the answers to these rhetorical questions, establish a propound 
nexus between the ideological principles of Marxism and works of fiction. Thus, any novel 
which reflects true life experiences and paints situations of struggle amongst individuals 
is in tune with Marx and Engels communist advocacy. 
 
What therefore are the major principles of Marxism as enunciated by Karl Marx, its 
originator and his friend and collaborator, Fredrick Engels? These two friends in trying to 
fashion out the parameters of the communist ideology as a political philosophy in their 
Communist Manifesto view "class struggle as the driving force behind history and (they) 
anticipated that it would lead to a revolution in which the workers would overturn the 
capitalists, take control of economic production, and abolish private property by turning  
it over to the government to be distributed fairly "(Dobie 87). On the heels of this, the 
establishment of the Soviet Writers Union by Joseph Stalin aligned literature with the 
promotion of socialism. Based on this, the first Marxist literary critic Georg Lukacas, a 
Hungarian, came up with his reflectionist variant whereby the tenets of Marxism are 
applied in the interpretation of works of literature. Lukacas assents "that a text will reflect 
the society that has produced it" (Dobie, 87). Heroes reflects a class stratification that has 
remained endemic in the Nigerian society since gaining political independence. Another 
renowned Marxist literary critic is the Algerian-born French philosopher, Louis Althusser 
whose view is different from that of Lukcas. For him, "literature and art can affect society, 
even lead it to revolution" (Dobie, 88).  It is within this purview that Iyayi's Heroes can be 
interpreted; that in a situation as profoundly murderous as the civil war, the consciousness 
of class inequality is identified by the characters that represent the society at large; and that 
this disequilibrium can lead to a revolution as prescribed by Marx and Engels. For Iyayi in 
Heroes, the protagonist's proposal of a mid-stream force that constitutes the oppressed on 
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both sides of the strife to fight against their unjust treatments in the hands of their 
oppressors aligns with Althusser's views.  
 
Numerous literary critics have given various interpretations to the issues discussed in 
Heroes.  Some have seen the novel as an attempt by a non Igbo writer to give his 'balanced' 
perspective of what transpired during the thirty month war. Firinne Chreachain, a literary 
critic in his treatise on the novel anchors his opinion on Sergeant Audu, a federal soldier's 
view that, "the soldiers pay for the unity of this country with their lives and yet, what 
happens?... Always the generals get the praise. Always they are the heroes"(86). What this 
critic succeeds in doing is to do a textual juxtaposition of the novel with General Obasanjo's 
My Command. He sees Iyayi using Osime, the protagonist, to ventilate in the narrative the 
unspoken heroic activities of the "unknown soldiers" (87), as represented by the likes of 
Sergeant Audu. In summary, Firinne sees the novelist as adopting a technique of narration 
that extols the heroism of "the underdog" soldiers as opposed to adopting the fashionable 
and sellable tactics of painting the untrue lofty achievements of the officers on both sides 
of the civil war. The critic fails to dwell on the radical and revolutionary dispositions of the 
central character, Osime. The duo scholars of Oyedokun Alli and Wasiu Ademola in doing 
a stylistic ideological discourse of Heroes are concerned with "the nexus between literature 
and ideology, through the instrumentation of language, for societal transformation". In 
doing this study, they use the Marxist literary criticism as the intellectual scaffolding 
required to establish the fact "that no success can be achieved in the reading and 
understanding of a literary text without a manifest use of language". They came to the 
summation that Iyayi, in Heroes and his other novels had succeeded in using radical and 
combative words to pass the message of the need for a new societal order in the 
contemporary Nigerian society; that this message should spur the reading audience to 
collectively agitate and struggle for an egalitarian society. Oyedokun and Wasiu have 
however failed to identify the protagonist Osime as the fulcrum and embodiment of the 
revolutionary struggle for a better society even in their prismal focus on linguistic usage 
in Heroes.     
 
In Heroes, Festus Iyayi gives his own fictional account of what transpired during the thirty 
month civil war between the Biafran forces and the Nigerian army. Like other writers of 
the same sub-genre of Nigerian fiction, his bias is easily noticeable from the beginning. 
Some writers have concentrated their efforts on the brutalities suffered by their kits and 
kins while the war lasted, a few have shown levels of neutrality in their handlings of the 
sentiments and emotions that led to and endured throughout the period of the civil war. 
While fictional writers like Chukwuemeka Ike in Sunset at Dawn, Cyprian Ekwensi's dual 
novels, Survive the Peace  and Divided We Stand,  Buchi Emecheta's Destination Biafra,  Akachi 
Adimora - Ezeigbo's Roses and Bullets  and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's  Half of a Yellow 
Sun belong to the earlier category; Ken Saro-Wiwa's  Sozaboy, Isidore Okpewho's The Last 
Duty  and Festus Iyayi's  Heroes  are in the later class. All of these prose fictions share the 
opinion of Akachi Adimora - Ezeigbo that all the writers "through their recreation of the 
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reality of the war, hope to provide new insights into these experiences for the purpose of 
enlightening their people so that the lessons of the past are applied to solve the problems 
of today for future direction "(Adimora-Ezeigbo, 110).  
 
It is in the light of the above that Heroes has become an evergreen prose narrative that uses 
the civil war motif to highlight the class struggle between the poor and the rich even in the 
raging flames of human suffering that the civil war engendered. In his crafting of the 
storyline of this novel therefore, Iyayi exhibits his trademark socialist trait which pitches 
the poor against the influential similar to his literary craftsmanship in Violence.  In Heroes, 
it is the socialist ideology of the writer implanted on the central character, Osime that will 
form the central focus of this literary criticism.   
 
The setting of this novel in Benin and parts of the old Midwest State (Edo and Delta States) 
is important. The reason for this may stem from the fact that Iyayi is from this flank of the 
Nigerian nation. He therefore gives details of the confrontation between the two warring 
sides as it happened in his homestead. Like many creative writers of the civil war fiction, 
he thus follows a predictable pattern of bias. Osime Iyere, a political correspondent with 
the Daily News is the protagonist that bears the herculean task of spearheading the inquest 
for a new order in the heat of the war, that which aims to galvanize the emotions of the 
poor to fight for their wellbeing and against their oppression. For him, being emotional 
becomes a means of attachment to the oppressed. As an individual, he first encounters 
nature's injustice when his maize plants are destroyed by a ravaging storm. He laments; 
"The efforts of so many months destroyed in a single night. My love, my warmth, my 
labour, my expectations all wasted by the wind of single night" (Iyayi, 6). Thus, this 
becomes the protagonist's initial emotional engagement to unfair treatment which will run 
till the end of this fictional prose. This becomes an allegorical throw up. At the initial stage 
of his involvement in the war Osime agrees with his friend Ade that two elephants are 
metaphorically involved in the war expedition, but in his display of bias that favours the 
Federal soldiers, he acknowledges that, "I am on the side of one of the elephants and also 
of the grass" (15). The grass, of course, being the exploited and dehumanized poor on both 
sides of the conflict. Symbolically, the two elephants here refer to the rich, powerful and 
influential personalities on both sides of the warfare. The relationship between these two 
groups remains unequal and slavish. Ade captures most succitly this relationship in; "the 
grass is the one taking the beating. The elephants trample on the grass most crudely, most 
viciously"(15). Soon Osime realizes as a journalist, he belongs to the class of humans to be 
trampled upon by the army officers. At the stadium to watch a cultural event organized 
for the federal soldiers, he is unjustifiably denied entry. He is made to go through physical 
and emotional trauma in the hands of the new elites of the nation. He is cynically informed 
that "army officers do not tell lies" (29). This becomes his second personal receipt of unjust 
treatment; one in the hands of nature and the second in the hands of the modern day 
oppressors. By so doing, Iyayi succeeds in equipping the protagonist to identify and 
champion the cause of the oppressed in the society. 
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In his self-awareness, the central character identifies and separates the bourgeoisie from 
the rest of the actors in the civil war. The first sets are the military personalities who use 
the "gun... to seize power from the elected representatives of the people" (40). The other 
class of this kind is the rich who are made "chairmen of the board of government 
companies" (40). These men have become rich by stealing "hundreds of millions, tens of 
billions of naira and become an institution" (40). He arrives at the conclusion that "power 
grows out of the barrel of a gun and out of bags of money" (41). From the foregoing, Iyayi 
draws a circle around the two categories of personalities, who are the merchants of 
oppression in this human conflict; who appropriate the commonwealth of the nation to 
themselves. It is people of this group who are found on both sides of the war that the poor 
must fight so as to liberate themselves from their strangulating holds of oppression and 
dehumanization. Iyayi does not fail to display his socialist ethos. He draws a parallel 
between the colonial oppressors who governed Nigeria before her political independence 
with their Nigerian equivalent. The new leaders of the nation are now new colonialists. 
Those new leaders "built boys quaters, millions of them, to imprison other blacks as 
servants as slaves, at the back of their houses" (41). These subjugated individuals are now 
'helpless' (41) in the hands of these new fascist leaders. 
 
Osime the revolutionist must seek for information to enable him make sound judgments. 
In his heart, he seeks "after the truth" (49). As a journalist of the radical mold, he is "going 
to find out more about this war and ... write about it" (49) and vows to identify "all that is 
ugly or beautiful about this war" (49). He needs all of these information to understand the 
relationship that exists between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie found on both sides of 
the conflict. His assessment of this un-equitable interface shall be "the truth, the harsh and 
bitter truth" (49) that he requires to fashion out a road map for the liberation of the under 
dogs in the society. In pursuance of this course of action, events occurring within his 
environment reveal to him that all subjugated people that include himself, his landlord, 
Mr. Ohali and Ndudi his girlfriend have a human survival capacity that can absorb 
traumatic experiences without bursting "in the face of so much pain and grief" and inspite 
of debilitating difficulties still do have "some hope, some dignity, some self" (63). 
Conversely, the rich and influential manipulate the ordinary people with misinformation 
and propaganda which turn them to willing tools to be used in the civil war enterprise. 
They "misinform the people; they trick the people into war. The people are manipulated 
into a war only to have their children killed, their houses destroyed by bombs and 
grenades" (63). The generals, politicians, businessmen and religious leaders who constitute 
the league of the oppressors "send their children away from the country to make sure that 
they do not suffer from the war. But the workers and the farmers and the poor people 
remain and yield up their children to the war" (63-64). From the fore claim, the central 
character arrives at the philosophical conclusion that a war "arises from the greed of a few 
men" (64); the avariciousness of mostly the elites. The writer through the advocate for an 
egalitarian society, Osime, establishes the truism that "changes may occur at the top as new 
people jostle for power but lower down, where (the majority) come from, the farmer and 
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the worker will continue to live in mud houses and starve and be ignorant and sick and 
yield up their children for senseless wars" (64). Based on this evil and inequitable 
relationship between the two groups, Osime posits several reasons why the poor should 
seek for a new order in the society. Prior to any civil war of this nature, "there ought to be 
a referendum among the people", (64) to seek their consent. The rule of engagement should 
specify the benefits and possible sacrifices "required of each class in the society" (64). This 
will enable the poor know if the sacrifices expected of them are worth their sweats and 
compare same with the "profit and power and exaltation of the generals and politicians 
and religious leaders and businessmen" (64). He concludes sadly that every war "is an 
investment in blood and destruction by those at the helm of affairs with the expectation of 
profit" (64). The aphorism of Marx and Engels on the need for the overthrow of the 
capitalists by the working class citizens and taking control of the means of production 
becomes a plausible agenda. 
 
The ideological involvement of the protagonist becomes more profound on his perilous 
journey to Oganza in the company of Ndudi to commit Ohiali his late Landlord and 
prospective father-in-law to mother earth. Even in his apocalyptic enthusiasm, he does not 
fail to point out the nuances that cannot be devoiced from a war situation; an opinion that 
man and the non- humans live a symbiotic existence. "The grenades are used to kill the fish 
to feed the soldiers, and then the soldiers are killed with grenades to feed the fish" (79). 
The grenade which is a weapon of war becomes a useful instrument in deciding the fates 
of man and the fish.  It therefore becomes a tool of oppression for both. The highly 
privileged who provoke the use of these tools "are not even here" (81). They empower the 
poor with these instruments of warfare on both sides to kill and main themselves while 
they reap from their sweats of anguish. One soldier on the side of the Nigerian army, 
Sergeant Audu echoes the above statement of fact. He presents the situation succinctly; 
"we are all Nigerians at (war) front" (86). He shares the author's socialist dialectical 
preponderance in this civil war expedition that the poor on both sides are the same 
Nigerians. 
 
Sergeant Audu it is who informs the readers that after the war "many generals will write 
their accounts in which they will attempt to show that they were the heroes of this war, 
that it was their grand strategies that won the war" (86). He does not stop at this point; he 
espouses that "the soldiers take the dirt and the ambushes and the bullets with their lives... 
Always the officers take the credit" (86). This obviously tallies with the tactics of constant 
exploitation of the influential citizens; that at every level of human relationship, the weak 
are at the mercy of the strong. This lamentation of Sergeant Audu represents the agonized 
sermon of all the unsung soldiers on both sides of the divide whose sacrifices during the 
war will not be recognized. It is these individuals who shall be classified as "the unknown 
soldiers, soldiers unknown even when they are still alive" (87). While the elites on both 
fronts, are notorious for their greed, they show "the same hunger for power, the same 
disregard for the rest of the country..." (90). The impoverished people "continue to carry 
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the cross while the generals and politicians and businessmen all profit  from the  war" (90). 
These leaders are not different from each other. It is at the height of this emasculation of 
the poor by the aggregate team of exploiters that Osime advocates for a third army; an 
army that will interrogate the leaders of both sides on the need for the war. 
 
In the light of this therefore, Osime's desire for "a third army was needed, a people's army 
to fight the people's war..." (144). He proffers a dismantling of the old order; one that has 
made Nigeria regarded as a backward and retrogressive nation, for "the whole society is 
judged on the practices of the ruling class" (145). This people's army represents "a third 
side. The people's side. The side of the working Ibo... working Hausa... working Yoruba... 
the side of the working Nigerian man and woman" (169). Thus becomes the summation of 
the point of view of Iyayi; that all exploited people of Nigeria belong to the same category 
regardless of their ethnic colouration. That what is required is "a revolution"(170). 
 
This revolutionary third army shall be an assemblage of the oppressed people on both 
sides of this human conflict that will include the soldiers on the war front. The protagonist 
using this platform tutors the soldiers especially on the side of the Nigerian soldiers that 
this is not their war and that they are killing the wrong enemies. That their real enemies 
are the politicians who rob the nation and loot the resources of the common people which 
prompts the army generals to intervene. In the inner recess of the protagonist "the third 
army will turn their guns on the generals, line them up and shoot them one by one, the 
generals of both armies" (90). Their job prescriptions also include cleaning up "all the filth 
and mess" (90). Thus, this group "will be in business to make a fresh start" (90). Osime 
volunteers to be "its first recruit" (90). The novelist in this notion gives his own perspective 
of what should have played out during the civil war; the common people should form a 
revolutionary coalition that will tackle the capitalists from the two sides. This amorphous 
military arrangement will become the vehicle of agitation for the oppressed citizens of the 
Nigerian nation regardless of tribal attachment. Thus, these citizens should be educated to 
know that "the generals and the politicians and the businessmen are their enemies in life 
as in death, in war as in peace" (113).  
 
Sensitization of target groups becomes the initial assignment. The purpose of this is to 
galvanize their emotions and trigger off a sense of agitation in them. This onerous task 
certainly must begin from the soldiers on the war front. They are educated of who their 
real enemies are, "the head of state is a general and when he makes an announcement he 
sits in council with other generals and brigadiers and colonels and majors in the army" 
(130). It is these top army officers, the real enemies that caused "this war... out of their greed 
for power and money" (130). But the lowly ranked soldiers like: Kolawole, Kokobi, Olu, 
Patrick, Patani and Musa don't understand. They still hold on tenaciously to the 
indoctrination of the political and military elites on the major causes of the war.  
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Meanwhile, the tragedy of the war can therefore be traced to the inability of the soldiers 
on both sides to identify who their real enemies are. But the elites are united in their 
unequivocal desire to continue to take advantage of the poor. For "the rich have sent their 
children out of the country while the children of working people on whom the war was 
imposed are trapped and killed in it... This is the tragedy of war"(132). The central character 
impresses it upon the poor that it is the abuse of the positions of trust by "those in positions 
of power and their greed" (131) that precipitate the conflict.  
 
While the nefarious activities of the feudalists are ongoing, "others of their kind who are 
not in a position to satisfy their own greed get jealous and angry and finally desperate. 
They want the positions of power for themselves" (131). Certainly, those at the helm of 
affairs as expected don't want to step aside for fellow comrades in greed to occupy the 
driver's seat in the affairs of the nation. What happens is that; 
 

"each side comes down to you, the people, and says the other side does 
not want your progress. They are wicked and plotting to exterminate you. 
You must kill them before they kill you. That's how the trouble starts" 
(131). 
 

It is therefore these elites on both sides who turn the ordinary people into tools to be used 
to fight for supremacy. The reality of the situation is that in the midst of this conflagration, 
these individuals are "either giving the orders or selling food and weapons to the armies 
to make profits" (131). This becomes a major source of in-equilibrium in the societies on 
both sides. Based on the dosage of misinformation fed to these lowly ranked soldiers, they 
become the equivalent of the "working class" (143) referred to by Marx and Engels in their 
socialist manifesto. These soldiers of the Nigerian army are subjects of a brainwashing by 
the elites that "To keep Nigeria One is a Task that Must be Done" (143). This becomes the 
opium to dazzle them and ensure their continuous loyalty to a national enterprise of deceit 
in favour of the elites. Conversely, the elites on both sides have no stake in the nation 
because "at a moment's notice they can pack their bags and go to another country where 
they have exported their loot" (143). For them, the unity of the Nigerian nation provides 
them opportunities to acquire larger territories to plunder. While the poor kill themselves, 
the capitalists are busy accumulating wealth brazenly. For these oppressors, the nation is 
referred to as "this country Nigeria" (143) to show impersonality, while for the poor it is 
"our country Nigeria" (143); an opinion borne out of prolonged mental slavery.    
 
As a matter of finality, Osime informs the ordinary people that include the soldiers that 
the, "generals, the politicians and the businessmen are your enemies" (131). He predicts 
that at the end of the war, the status quo will be retained regardless of the side that wins. 
For the post war situation will throw up "new members of their kind" (131) who will 
attempt to continue with the orgies of greed. The circle of exploitation of the poor will 
continue. The central character prescribes a solution,  a la Marx, the elimination of the 
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members of the bourgeoisie class; to "get rid of the greed by getting rid of the ruling class, 
the generals and politicians and businessmen and traditional rulers and church leaders 
and professors" (131-132). When this is done, "we can start afresh with new rulers" (132).  
 
A revolution is therefore imminent to upturn the current picture. The war is seen as a 
factory where the lowly ranked soldiers and indeed all the poor serve "as raw material in 
the factory of greed and shamelessness" (166). In the process of upturning the system "the 
generals... traditional rulers... bishops... politicians... police chiefs... business men and the 
professors will be the raw materials" (166) to be crushed in the mill of anger by the common 
people. As expected of hazardous expeditions of this nature, moments of anxiety set in and 
the success seem non-surmountable. Osime however consoles himself that "we do not need 
a thousand men... We only need a beginning and one man is a beginning..." (171). He 
volunteers to be that one man; "I am the beginning of the third army" (171).  
 
For the protagonist, the baseline fact is that "the ordinary Ibo has a great deal more in 
common with the ordinary Hausa and ... Yoruba than he has in common with the Ibo 
businessman... general and politician" (168). To lay credence to the unity of the oppressed 
on both sides, even in death in the war front, "Ibo soldiers lay dead in their numbers side 
by side with Yoruba soldiers... Hausa soldiers and Esan soldiers and their blood ran and 
flowed into a common pool and mixed" (196). On the other hand, after the war "the 
generals on both sides will have come together and told themselves that the war was a 
temporary distraction, that it arose as a result of communication problems..." (214). These 
oppressors will rejoice "on effectively reducing the number and strength of their real 
adversary, the working class, and (map) out for themselves other strategies for maintain 
their hold on the country" (214). Not only this, "ten years from now, the generals on both 
sides will be sitting round the same table, planning how to deal with the working class" 
(214). Osime sees the elites as swindlers who created the war scenario so that they can 
"steal more money and get more power" (168). Thus, "politicians who stole our money, 
hundreds of millions of naira, businessmen who robbed our country blind drove the 
country to war to cover up their crimes. This war then is the great cover up, the great 
swindle" (169). 

 
In this prose narrative, the writer details his radical disposition to the parasitic existence of 
the leadership of the Nigerian nation. He uses Osime, the protagonist, to voice out his 
desire for a revolution that will make the poor confront the thieves of the common treasure. 
Is it a coincidence that Osime is a native of Ugbegun in present day Edo State where late 
Festus Iyayi came from? In as much as Heroes cannot be referred to as an autobiographical 
exposition, it certainly bears some resemblance to an author's expression of his radical 
views in a work of fiction with a central character who is his alter ego. Therefore, the 
socialist temperament of Osime in this novel serves as the author's way of ventilation. In 
doing this, the novelist draws a correlation between the pitiable state of the soldiers and 
by extension the common people with the opinion of Lenin that "betrayed and defeated 
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armies learn well" (242). Therefore as a group, they must be educated and mobilized to 
understand the need for "an organized third army" (242), a metaphorical aggregate of all 
the oppressed people in the Nigerian nation who should confront their collective 
exploitation with gusto. This third army will be an ideological umbrella that will make the 
working class individuals know who their real enemies are. 
 
Osime the proponent of this ideological group however sees himself as the lone ranger in 
this struggle. He succinctly disagrees with the idea of Earnest Hemingway that "a man 
alone hasn't got a bloody chance" (216) in a matter of this nature. His lonely effort is 
considered potent enough to cause an upheaval in the military environment. He becomes 
a target of punitive action for his concept. He is accused of making the soldiers of the 
Nigerian army disobey their superior officers; "they say you taught the men to disobey 
orders" (233) he is accused. For this, he must be punished by men of the military police. 
This becomes a prize he has to pay for his revolutionary ideal. In the midst of the 
impending punishment, he recapitulates on the concept of the third army; an idea he 
thinks has to wait for the future. He sees self -preservation as the first law of nature;" I 
therefore have a responsibility to survive this war" (237). He however foresees a future 
where "it is the ordinary people who will be lined up... and shot, not by the army generals 
this time but by the politicians who will succeed them" (237). 
 
This cataclysmic prediction has become a truism in the Nigerian nation since the end of 
the civil war. The politicians of the post-civil war have subjected the poor to untold 
economic hardships. During the two periods of absolute civilian rules in post war Nigeria; 
1979 to 1983 and 1999 to present; the politicians have collaborated with their kith and kin 
bourgeoisie to continue the subjugation of the weak and oppressed. These proletariats die 
not from the bullets of soldiers on the battle front any longer, but the hunger and diseases 
foisted on them by the looting of the common treasury by the civilian leaders. Worse still 
is that some of the military leaders who killed and demolished the psychic of the common 
people during the war are present day civilian leaders participating actively in the 
systematic annihilation of the same subjugated Nigerians. Two of such have been elected 
as civilian presidents while a handful have occupied or are presently occupying strategic 
positions in the Nigerian power configuration. Some, behind the scene, are remotely 
calling the shots in the killing field that Nigeria has become.   
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